When the organization was established?

- less than one year
- 1 to 3 years
- 4 to 6 years
- 7 to 10 years
- more than 10 years

What type of business or organization are employed in?

- information technology
- telecommunication
- 1+5+6
- 1+2
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How many software professionals are employed by your organization?

When it comes to adopting new technologies and methods, your company is?
How would you rate your knowledge of Software Process Improvement?
How would you rate your knowledge of Software Process Improvement standards?

How would you rate your knowledge of CMM Quality Model?
Do you think implementation of the software process improvement standards increase software quality?

- Yes
- No
Do you believe that the implementation of the software process improvement standard have an effect on Software Quality for small software scale?

Do you believe that the implementation of the software process improvement standard have an effect on Software Quality for medium software scale?
Do you believe that the implementation of the software process improvement standard have an effect on Software Quality for large software scale?

What is the Average Size of teams that work on Software Development in small project scale, in your organization?
What is the Average Size of teams that work on Software Development in medium project scale, in your organization?

What is the Average Size of teams that work on Software Development in large project scale, in your organization?
What do you believe is the most common problem experienced while implementing software process improvement standard for small organization?

What do you believe is the most common problem experienced while implementing software process improvement standard for medium organization?
What do you believe is the most common problem experienced while implementing software process improvement standard for large organization?

What do you believe is the most suitable of the software process improvement standards for the small software organizations?
What do you believe is the most suitable of the software process improvement standards for the medium software organizations?
What do you believe is the most suitable of the software process improvement standards for the large software organizations?

To what extent, do you follow different level of CMM for small software organization?
To what extent, do you follow different level of CMM for medium software organization?

To what extent, do you follow different level of CMM for large software organization?
Which of the following is the best description for your position in the organization?
Would you like to receive the report summarizing this study?

- yes